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Biblical Foundations for Manhood and
Womanhood
Suggests Jesus Christ as a model of authentic manhood,
identifies Christ-centered methods for attaining genuine
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masculine virtues, and discusses the relationship
between sexuality and sprirituality

Youcat English
The earthly crisis within manhood will be there until
Jesus returns, but in Christ men are pointed toward the
gospel as the vision for renewal. Manhood Restored by
exciting new pastoral voice Eric Mason combines
theological depth with practical insights, putting men in
step with a gospel-centered manhood that will enrich
every facet of their lives. Mason begins with The Scope
of Manhood -- looking first at why God created man, at
the divine differences between man and woman, and
what should drive the purpose of a man during his time
on earth. A section on The Problems in Manhood
analyzes the false icons that lead to cultural caricatures
of men -- the businessman, the thug, the playboy, the
athlete, etc. Mason then makes a connection to the
cross-cultural fatherhood crisis, looking at the things
men do to fill the void when their relationship with dad
or God is not there. Finally, The Redemption of
Manhood sets Jesus as the true standard of biblical
manhood, looking to his perfect example to redeem and
restore a man's life in the areas of sexuality, home, and
work.

What He Must Be
Beginning in Genesis, Rev. Phillips shows that God
commissioned Adam to "work" and "keep" the Garden
of Eden. In these twin tasks, he perceives a template
for manhood, one that, when carried out with diligence,
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provides dignity to men, service to mankind, and glory
to God. He then goes on to show that men are called to
lead, to love their wives, to discipline their children,
and to serve the church of Jesus Christ. --from
publisher description

Brave Dad
From Eden to the New Jerusalem
The subject of women in the church is both important
and controversial—John MacArthur is not afraid of
either. In this revised work, MacArthur examines what
the Bible teaches in I Timothy 2:9-15. He discusses
topics ranging from the attitude and appearance of
women to their role in and contribution to the church.
God’s High Calling for Women can be used alongside or
apart from the audio series available from Grace to You
in either a personal or group study. Unique features:
-Corresponds with the audio message series available
from Grace to You -Features revised content and study
questions -For personal or group study use

Confronting Christianity
What does the Bible say about dating? Nothing. And
everything! This book offers a biblical view of
relationships and provides insight on issues of
commitment, attraction, and more. The challenge before
us is to think biblically about an activity that isn't in the
Bible and that may expose us to worldly attitudes and
behaviors. When you date someone, you're more than
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just holding another's hands; you're holding that
person's heart. We hope to show in this book that the
Bible presents profound instruction and wisdom that
may be directly applied to dating and that will help us to
be blessed in dating relationships. - Publisher.

A Guide to Biblical Manhood
Do you share your faith often--or at all? All Christians
are called to be evangelists. But many believers ask:
What is an evangelist? How do I begin to talk to
someone about Jesus? What must I say? This book
offers answers about evangelism straight from the
pages of Scripture.

Recovering from Biblical Manhood and
Womanhood
The managing editor of Christianity Today and founder
of the popular Her.meneutics blog encourages women
to find joy in vocation in this game-changing look at the
importance of women and work. Women today inhabit
and excel in every profession, yet many Christian
women wonder about the value of work outside the
home. And in circles where the traditional family model
is highly regarded, many working women who sense a
call to work find little church or peer support. In A
Woman’s Place, Katelyn Beaty, print managing editor
of Christianity Today and cofounder of Her.meneutics,
insists it’s time to reconsider women’s work. She
challenges us to explore new ways to live out the
Scriptural call to rule over creation—in the office, the
home, in ministry, and beyond. Starting with the Bible’s
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approach to work—including the creation story, the
Proverbs 31 woman, and New Testament models—Beaty
shows how women’s roles in Western society have
changed; how the work-home divide came to exist; and
how the Bible offers models of women in leadership.
Readers will be inspired by stories of women effecting
dynamic cultural change, leading institutions, and living
out grand and beautiful vocations. Far from insisting
that women must work outside the home, Beaty urges
all believers into a better framework for imagining
career, ambition, and calling. Whether caring for
children, running a home, business, or working fulltime, all readers will be inspired to live in a way that
glorifies God. Sure to spark discussion, A Woman’s
Place is a game-changing look at the importance of
work for women and men alike.

Jesus the Evangelist
No man will get anywhere in life without discipline—and
growth in godliness is no exception. Seasoned pastor R.
Kent Hughes’s inspiring and best-selling book
Disciplines of a Godly Man—now updated with fresh
references and suggested resources—is filled with godly
advice aimed at helping men grow in the disciplines of
prayer, integrity, marriage, leadership, worship, purity,
and more. With biblical wisdom, memorable
illustrations, and engaging study questions, this
practical guide will empower men to take seriously the
call to godliness and direct their energy toward the
things that matter most.

Biblical Manhood
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Culture is the public manifestation of religion,
expressing the values and beliefs that a society
treasures. Western culture was built upon the
principles of Christian belief. Today, having largely
abandoned the triune God and his word in public and
private life, we have undermined this cultural
foundation. We must recover our footing or collapse.

Biblical Manhood
Become the Dad Your Kids Need The rewards of being
a brave dad are great. But no guts, no glory. First you
have to be willing to follow God's job description for
dads as given in the Bible. In Brave Dad you'll receive
guidance on the starting point of being a godly
dad—loving your wife how to raise children who desire
to follow God ways to lovingly discipline kids and
encourage obedience traps to avoid in the course of
parenting the power of a dad's example to shape
children for life When you commit yourself to being a
brave dad, God will help you every step of the way.
There is no surer path to a lifetime of family blessings!

Healing the Masculine Soul
Tim Bayly offers a frank and hope-filled path to
overcoming the inherent failures of imperfect fathers.
Drawing from decades of his own journey as an
imperfect son, father, and pastor, Bayly makes it clear
there are no quick fixes. The road to recovery is paved
with blood, sweat, and tears, but our Savior walked this
path before us.
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Core Christianity
Ministry is hard. And every ministry wife needs—and
deserves—encouragement. A woman marries a man, not
his ministry. But all too often her husband’s calling
complicates their life together. What if ministry life
isn’t what she bargained for? What happens when her
children make mistakes? How does she deal with
church gossip, or even slander? As a pastor’s wife of
almost fifty years, Jani Ortlund addresses these
questions, along with many others, as she offers
encouragement and guidance to ministry wives. Jani
reminds readers that God works out his delightfully
good purposes in and through their sacrifices.

Thoughts for Young Men
Christians are called to be thankful. What we believe
about God is evident in how we exhibit thankfulness for
all he has done. In this book, pastor Sam Crabtree
encourages us to express glad-hearted thankfulness for
God’s unending provision in all circumstances. Through
the daily practices of expressing gratitude—saying
“thank you” to a neighbor, serving others in practical
ways, or simply thanking God for his many gifts—we
recognize the absolute and total lordship of God and his
sovereignty over all things.

Wild at Heart
A controversy of major proportions has spread through
the church. Recent generations bear witness to the rise
of "evangelical feminism"-a movement that has had a
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profound impact on all of life, challenging some of our
basic Christian beliefs. In this new edition of an
influential and award-winning best-seller, more than
twenty men and women have committed their talents to
produce the most thorough response yet to this modern
movement. Combining systematic argumentation with
popular application, this volume deals with all of the
main passages of Scripture brought forward in this
controversy regarding gender-based role differences.
Anyone concerned with the fundamental question of the
proper relationship between men and women in home,
church, and society will want to read this book. New
preface included.

Unspoken
Barbara Hughes carefully guides her readers through
the Scriptures, asks them questions for self-evaluation,
and provides helpful suggestions for direct application
of these fundamental spiritual disciplines.

The Mission of God: A Manifesto of Hope for
Society
How to serve your wife, how to mold men through
baseball, how to make men in the church and more
practical theology for cultivating men of God who are
doers of the Word for the sake of the Gospel.

31 Women of the Bible
"Compelling reading, not only because of its intellectual
rigor but also because of its honest, empathetic
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humanity." —John C. Lennox Named the 2020 Beautiful
Orthodoxy Book of the Year by Christianity Today
Christianity is the most widespread global belief
system, and promises to remain so well into the future.
But for many educated westerners, biblical Christianity
is a dangerous idea—challenging some of their deepest
beliefs. Channeling state-of-the-art research, personal
stories, and careful biblical study, Confronting
Christianity explores 12 questions that keep many of us
from considering faith in Christ. Look more closely,
McLaughlin argues, and the reality of suffering, the
complexity of sexuality, the desire for diversity, the
success of science, and other seeming roadblocks to
faith become signposts. Jesus becomes not a relic from
the ancient world, but our modern world’s best hope.

Practicing Thankfulness
Point blank, this is a punchy, no-holds-barred book for
young men that lays out the call and command to be
disciplined, godly, and sold-out for Jesus. Addressing
topics such as purity in one’s thought-life, peer
pressure, and perseverance as a Christian, this
specially adapted work stands to influence a struggling
generation. Using the same no-nonsense approach that
made R. Kent Hughes’ Disciplines of a Godly Man a
positive influence on thousands of adults, this
adaptation by Kent, his son Carey, and veteran youth
leader Jonathan Carswell outlines the disciplines
necessary to help a young man align every facet of his
life with the fundamental truths of the Bible. It not only
teaches how to live a life of Christian discipline, but
also instills the desire to do so into a young heart
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longing to live a life of integrity, meaning, and
fulfillment. This book brings the authority of a trusted
name with a new flavor that will engage a younger
audience.

Reforming Marriage
31 Women of the Bible features 31 profiles of
important women in the Bible. Each profile includes the
related scripture reference, character summary, and
application questions to help the reader discover who
these women were and what we can learn from them
today. Featuring a full-color interior with illustrations
on every page and a unique concise format, this book
can be used for daily study or carried in a purse or
backpack for reading on the go. Features Include: 31
profiles of important women in the Bible with life
application questions. Full-color interior with
illustrations on every page. Ideal for daily study or
reading on the go. Concise format that is easy to carry
and fits well in a brief case or backpack. Study tool that
provides a greater understanding of important women
in the Bible.

Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood
YOUCAT is short for Youth Catechism of the Catholic
Church, which is the official catechism for World Youth
Day. Written for high-school age people and young
adults, YOUCAT is an accessible, contemporary
expression of the Catholic Faith. The popular format
includes Questions-and-Answers, highly-readable
commentary, margin pictures and illustrations,
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summary definitions of key terms, Bible citations, and
quotes from the Saints and other great teachers. What's
more, YOUCAT is keyed to the Catechism of the
Catholic Faith, so people can go deeper. It explains:
What Catholics believe (doctrine) How they celebrate
the mysteries of the faith (sacraments) How Catholics
are to live (moral life) How they should pray (prayer
and spirituality) The questions are direct and honest,
even at times tough; the answers straightforward,
relevant, and compelling. After the Bible, YOUCAT will
likely become the go-to place for young people to learn
the truth about the Catholic faith. Pope Benedict XVI
wrote the foreword; Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn,
the editor of YOUCAT and the Archbishop of Vienna,
Austria, wrote the afterword.

Help! I'm Married to My Pastor
What Do All Christians Believe? For many people,
words like doctrine and theology cause their eyes to
glaze over, or they find them difficult to understand and
struggle to see how they are relevant to daily life. But
theology is far from boring—it is the study of God and
should lead to awe and wonder as we better understand
who God is and what he has done for us. In Core
Christianity, author, pastor, and theologian Mike Horton
tackles the essential and basic beliefs that all Christians
share. What is “core” to the Christian faith? In addition
to unpacking these beliefs in a way that is easy to
understand, Horton shows why they matter to our lives
today. This introduction to the basic doctrines of
Christianity is a helpful guide by a respected theologian
and a popular author, and it includes discussion
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questions for individual or group use. Core Christianity
is perfect for those who are new to the faith, as well as
those who have an interest in deepening in their
understanding of what it means to be a follower of
Jesus Christ.

The David Story: A Translation with
Commentary of 1 and 2 Samuel
Disciplines of a Godly Young Man
When the Voice of Shame Is All You Hear It's no
secret: Talking about personal issues is awkward and
risky. But day by day, those unspoken struggles
wrench you down into isolation and distract your
thoughts. You know the dangers of going it alone.
You've seen other men crumble beneath the weight of
hidden pain. You've felt the sting of failure as you've
taken missteps and descended quietly into guilt.
Perhaps you find yourself in the midst of an internal
battle right now. With sensitivity and clarity, Johnny
Hunt addresses some of the issues men find most
difficult to talk about: pornography, substance abuse,
anger, depression, unforgiveness, and more. Unspoken
will give you the courage to overcome your stumbling
blocks and step into a new life, free from the bondage
of shame and silence. You can stand stronger when you
stand with a community of believers—and Johnny will
show you how. Find renewed strength to honor your
family and worship the God who longs to give you true
freedom.
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The Masculine Mandate
A 2013 Christianity Today Book Award winner Imagine
the scenarios: a CEO successfully negotiates a
corporate merger, avoiding hundreds of layoffs in the
process an artist completes a mosaic for public display
at a bank, showcasing neighborhood heroes a
contractor creates a work-release program in
cooperation with a local prison, growing the business
and seeing countless former inmates turn their lives
around a high-school principal graduates 20 percent
more students than the previous year, and the school's
average scores go up by a similar percentage Now
imagine a parade in the streets for each event. That's
the vision of Proverbs 11:10, in which the
tsaddiqim--the people who see everything they have as
gifts from God to be stewarded for his
purposes--pursue their vocation with an eye to the
greater good. Amy Sherman, director of the Center on
Faith in Communities and scholar of vocational
stewardship, uses the tsaddiqim as a springboard to
explore how, through our faith-formed calling, we
announce the kingdom of God to our everyday world.
But cultural trends toward privatism and materialism
threaten to dis-integrate our faith and our work. And
the church, in ways large and small, has itself
capitulated to those trends, while simultaneously
elevating the "special calling" of professional ministry
and neglecting the vocational formation of laypeople. In
the process, we have, in ways large and small,
subverted our kingdom mandate. God is on the move,
and he calls each of us, from our various halls of power
and privilege, to follow him. Here is your chance,
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keeping this kingdom calling in view, to steward your
faith and work toward righteousness. In so doing, you
will bless the world, and as you flourish, the world will
celebrate.

What Every Man Wishes His Father Had Told
Him
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and
commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best
Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new
translation and insightful commentary, The David Story
is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the great works in
Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation
gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero who slays
Goliath and, through his struggles with Saul, advances
to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully
human: an ambitious, calculating man who navigates his
life's course with a flawed moral vision. The
consequences for him, his family, and his nation are
tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded
imagining, David is the creation of a literary artist
comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.

Healing the Masculine Soul
In this book, Richard D. Phillips cuts through the
cultural confusion, highlights Gods mandate for men,
and encourages readers to join him on a journey of
repentance and renewal. Phillips begins in the Garden
of Eden, drawing foundational teaching for men from
the earliest chapters of Gods Word. This is teaching
that reaches into all of life. Christian men today need to
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examine their hearts and embrace their God-given
mandate. Only then will they be able to recognize their
high calling, and by Gods grace, serve faithfully in
whatever context God has placed them.

What's So Great about the Doctrines of Grace?
How does a man know if he is a 'real man'? The
answers can be discovered in Scripture. This book
addresses three important areas of a man's life:
Masculinity, Leadership and Decision-Making. Whether
you are single or married, this will be a valuable
resource. Appendices include critical help to combat
the temptation of sexual lust, one of the most
destructive areas for the single man, the husband and
his family. - Publisher.

Father Hunger
When the Apostle Paul wrote his Epistle to Titus about
his responsibility as a minister, he mentioned young
men as a group requiring particular attention. After
speaking of older men and older women, and young
women, he adds this advice, "Encourage the young men
to be self-controlled" (Titus 2:6). I am going to follow
the Apostle's advice. I propose to offer a few words of
friendly exhortation to young men.

Daddy Tried
In his groundbreaking book fifteen years ago, Gordon
Dalbey identified the fact that men's souls have been
torn between strength and sensitivity. Today, the
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situation is even worse. The politically correct crowd
cries out for men to be more sensitive, to tame their
masculine nature. On the opposing side, the media
bombards men with "macho" images of violence and
lust. Is it any wonder men are left bewildered about
who they should be? In this newly revised and updated
edition of Healing the Masculine Soul, Dalbey claims
that there's hope for restoration, hope for healingbecause Christ has come to heal us. God is calling men
out to a relationship with Himself and calling them out
to authentic manhood. "Our task is not to curse our
manhood, but to redeem it," he writes. Gordon Dalbey's
refreshing, comprehensive picture of God's design for
the masculine soul dares men to be as God created
them to be-not as society demands. Dalbey tackles the
tough issues, including work, sexuality, marriage, and
fatherhood. Book includes Study Guide.

Holding Hands, Holding Hearts
Do Christians choose to have faith, or is faith a
supernatural work of God? Far from an abstract
intellectual exercise, this question has vast implications
for the hope, joy, and assurance of the Christian life.
When the truth of God's sovereign grace breaks into
our minds and hearts, it changes everything. In What's
So Great about the Doctrines of Grace? Dr. Richard D.
Phillips takes us on a tour of the doctrines of grace,
also known as the five points of Calvinism. With clear
biblical exposition, he helps us to see the extent of our
corruption in sin, to anchor our faith in the fullness of
grace, and to trust in God's promise to finish what He
started--the salvation of His people. When we rely on
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God's all-sufficient grace, we can truly live for His allconsuming glory.

Family Shepherds
The author of Family Driven Faith equips men to model
and transfer God's truth within their homes, covering
topics that span from marriage and parenting to media
habits and overcoming difficult family dynamics.

The Mission of God's People
How would you describe the spiritual aroma of your
home? The source of this aroma is the relationship
between husband and wife. Many can fake an attempt at
keeping God's standards in some external way. What
we cannot fake is the resulting, distinctive aroma of
pleasure to God. Reforming Marriage does what few
books on marriage do today: it provides biblical advice.
Douglas Wilson points to the need for obedient hearts
on the part of both husbands and wives. Godly
marriages proceed from obedient hearts, and the
greatest desire of an obedient heart is the glory of God.

Masculine Mandate: God's Calling to Men
All parents want their daughters to marry godly young
men. But which qualities, specifically, should they be
looking for? What will you say when that certain young
man sits down in your living room, sweaty-palmed and
tongue-tied, and asks your permission to marry your
daughter? What criteria should he meet before the two
of them join together for life? What He Must Be If He
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Wants to Marry My Daughter outlines ten qualities
parents should look for in a son-in-law, including
trustworthiness, a willingness to lead his family, an
understanding of his wife's role, and various spiritual
leadership qualities. Author Voddie Baucham follows up
on his popular book Family Driven Faith with this
compelling apologetic of biblical manhood. By studying
the principles outlined in his book, parents who want
their daughter to marry a godly man-as well as those
who want their sons to become godly men-will be well
equipped to help their children look for and develop
these God-honoring qualities.

Kingdom Calling
For years a debate has raged over how to define true
masculinity and true femininity. While there is
agreement that men and women share equally in the
privilege of being made in God's image, some views of
manhood and womanhood blur God-given gender
distinctions. Wayne Grudem assembled a team of
distinguished writers to show how egalitarian views
destroy God's ideal for your relationships, marriage,
and life purposes. The contributors to this book
include: John Piper, Pastor of Bethlehem Baptist
Church, Minneapolis, Minnesota Bruce A. Ware, Senior
Associate Dean of the School of Theology and
Professor of Christian Theology at The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary Richard W. Hove,
Director of Campus Crusade for Christ at Duke
University Daniel Doriani, Dean of the Faculty and
Professor of New Testament at Covenant Theological
Seminary Daniel R. Heimbach, Professor of Christian
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Ethics at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Peter Jones, Professor of New Testament at
Westminster Theological Seminary in California These
writers explore key issues, including the
interchangeability of male-female roles, the meaning of
submission, and the historical novelty of egalitarian
interpretations of Scripture. This book will demonstrate
how some views of manhood and womanhood tamper
with our understanding of God's character and why the
extremes of male domination and feminism destroy the
beauty of our sexual differences-differences that
celebrate the excellence of men and women as God
created us.

Disciplines of a Godly Man (Updated Edition)
In The Mission of God's People, part of the Biblical
Theology for Life series, author Chris Wright offers a
sweeping biblical survey of the holistic mission of the
church, providing practical insight for today's church
leaders. Wright gives special emphasis to theological
trajectories of the Old Testament that not only
illuminate God's mission but also suggest priorities for
Christians engaged in God's world-changing work.

Manhood Restored
A powerful and compelling new voice in Christian
publishing, with a message urgently needed by today's
Christian men. Every man encounters significant
struggles in life—struggles that result in poor choices
and decisions. Frequently these mistakes can be traced
back to a common problem—a father who (even
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unintentionally) failed to provide counsel or a positive
role model. In What Every Man Wishes His Father Had
Told Him, author Byron Yawn offers vital input many
men wished they had received during their growing-up
years. This collection of 30 simple principles will help
men to Identify and fill the gaps that occurred in their
upbringing Benefit from the hard-earned wisdom of
others so they don't make mistakes Prepare their own
sons for the difficult challenges of life The 30
principles in this book are based in Scripture and
relevant to every man. They include affection, courage,
balance, consistency, and more. A true must-read!

A Woman's Place
While evangelicalism dukes it out about who can be
church leaders, the rest of the 98% of us need to be
well equipped to see where we fit in God's household
and why that matters. Recovering from Biblical
Manhood and Womanhood is a resource to help church
leaders improve the culture of their church and disciple
men and women in their flock to read, understand, and
apply Scripture to our lives in the church. Until both
men and women grow in their understanding of their
relationship to Scripture, there will continue to be
tension between the sexes in the church. Church
leaders need to be engaged in thoughtful critique of the
biblical manhood and womanhood movement and the
effects it has on their congregation. Do men and women
benefit equally from God's word? Are they equally
responsible in sharpening one another in the faith and
passing it down to the next generation? While radical
feminists claim that the Bible is a hopelessly patriarchal
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construction by powerful men that oppresses women,
evangelical churches simply reinforce this teaching
when we constantly separate men and women,
customizing women's resources and studies according
to a culturally based understanding of roles. Do we
need men's Bibles and women's Bibles, or can the one,
holy Bible guide us all? Is the Bible, God's word, so
male-centered and authored that women need to create
their own resources to relate to it? No! And in it, we
also learn from women. Women play an active role as
witnesses to the faith, passing it on to the new
generations. This book explores the feminine voice in
Scripture as synergistic with the dominant male voice.
Through the women, we often get the story behind the
story--take Ruth for example, or the birth of Christ
through the perspective of Mary and Elizabeth in Luke.
Aimee fortifies churches in a biblical understanding of
brotherhood and sisterhood in God's household and the
necessity of learning from one another in studying
God's word. The troubling teaching under the rubric of
"biblical manhood and womanhood" has thrived with the
help of popular Biblicist interpretive methods. And
Biblicist interpretive methods ironically flourish in our
individualistic culture that works against the "traditional
values" of family and community that the biblical
manhood and womanhood movement is trying to uphold.
This book helps to correct Biblicist trends in the church
today, affirming that we do not read God's word alone,
we read it within our interpretive covenant
communities--our churches. Our relationship with God's
word affects our relationship with God's people, and
vice versa. The church is the school of Christ,
commissioned to discipleship. The responsibility of
every believer, men and women together, is being
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active and equal participants in and witnesses to the
faith--the tradents of faith.

God's High Calling for Women
Filled with practical ideas and self-evaluation tools,
Father Hungerboth encourages and challenges men to
embrace the high calling of fatherhood, becoming the
dads that their families and our culture so desperately
need them to be."

Disciplines of a Godly Woman
John Eldredge revises and updates his best-selling,
renowned Christian classic. God designed men to be
dangerous, says John Eldredge. Simply look at the
dreams and desires written in the heart of every boy:
To be a hero, to be a warrior, to live a life of adventure
and risk. Sadly, most men abandon those dreams and
desires-aided by a Christianity that feels like nothing
more than pressure to be a "nice guy." It is no wonder
that many men avoid church, and those who go are
often passive and bored to death. In this provocative
book, Eldredge gives women a look inside the true
heart of a man and gives men permission to be what
God designed them to be-dangerous, passionate, alive,
and free.
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